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“SeeClickFix” APP – College Safety Opportunity 
 

 

This summaries my teleconference with Jeff Mooney at SeeClickFix on 18 Sept 2013. Mr. Mooney is 

VP of Sales & Strategic Partnerships. I initiated the conference to learn about tool usage, costs and 

capabilities to improve college student safety, particularly off-campus fire and crime risks. 

 

How did I discover SeeClickFix? 
 

The company’s website (http://seeclickfix.com/) and general Google query reveal numerous 

applications of this clever tool. I stumbled upon it when searching for college benchmarks related 

to “self-reporting” of safety hazards. A “Safe Streets Collaborative” was mentioned in the 

University of Vermont community, which focused on improving pedestrian and bicyclist safety. 

 

In this example, a volunteer effort was organized to physically complete “Street and Sidewalk 

Safety Inventory” sheets. Observations were then entered into the SeeClickFix online tool. To 

ensure actionable reporting (i.e., issues that could be addressed by Public Works departments), 

volunteers were told to focus on foot/bike hazards that were: (a) in public right of way, (b) 

significant, and (c) maintenance oriented, not a capital improvement project. Link below: 

 

http://www.localmotion.org/education/safestreets/fix 

 

What is SeeClickFix? 
 

The APP allows users to report (text, photo, video) issues such as potholes, graffiti, public hazards 

within defined geographical boundaries. Each issue is posted and displayed on a Google map. This 

reporting enables responders (e.g., public works officials) to learn about individual issues and 

clusters, and then take remedial action. Issues remain “open” until resolved. 

 

Hence, it “crowd sources” awareness to proactively improve a community on non-emergency 

matters versus conventional reporting. Road hazards can be spotted/addressed before they worsen 

or create a loss or injury. As highlighted in this New York Times article, the SeeClickFix tool can 

also draws visits to a central organization’s website and facilitate journalist awareness of issues:  

 

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/01/04/business/media/04click.html?_r=1 

 

In Chicago, the tool has been added to the city’s “Open 311” system for civic issue reporting: 

 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/10/25/seeclickfix-is-now-your-311_n_2017518.html 

 

Beyond the base application (free), it is a highly customizable tool for modest fee. While 

spotlighting potholes and graffiti may indeed be of value to the UC community, we discussed: 

 

How can the SeeClickFix tool be designed and motivate a college student population to 
address CRIME and FIRE safety elements –– in particular, those which relate to students 
residing in off-campus housing and walk to school, dining, social and job venues? 
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SeeClickFix – How can it serve a College Community? 
 

1. College communities are ideal for this tool since 80+% of college students own a smart phone 

and use APP, photo and video capabilities with ease. 

 

2. Issues can be posted showing the reporter’s ID or anonymously to avoid backlash. 

 

3. Viewership of issues and mapping can be open to the public or restricted to private viewers. 

For example, you would not want to report a “broken door lock” and map it out for thieves! 

 

4. The geographic domain of interest can be delineated with clarity (e.g., campus and student 

housing zones) versus other zones and jurisdictions. 

 

5. APP graphics can be customized (branded) to the university’s design preferences. 

 

6. An illustrative “real world example” of the tool’s capability is New Haven, CT (Yale University), 

where SeeClickFix is headquartered. The New Haven Register media partnered with this tool, 

and the link below illustrates a map of current issues. Screen capture examples are attached. 

 

 http://www.nhregister.com/article/NH/99999999/MORE/130719966 

 

 Clicking each map marker brings up an info box that describes the issue, address, date, 

whether resolved or not, plus comment builds. Issue examples: 

 - cross-walk and street lights out 

 - tree and branch hazards 

 - sidewalk and pothole hazards 

 - parked bicycle congestion 

 - hypodermic needles & drug paraphernalia found on the street! 

 

SeeClickFix – Costs 
 

FREE for standard tool. Just define the watch zone and link it to an email address for reporting. 

This makes it easy to “pilot” the tool with standard template. Annual fees for a “hosted, controlled 

content” version are estimated in $8-12k range for a well-defined college student safety context. 

 

SEE ATTACHMENT FOR GBH IDEAS RELATED TO UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI APPLICATION. 

 

Jeff Mooney contact info 
 

SeeClickFix 

746 Chapel Street Third Floor, New Haven, CT 06510 

jeffm@seeclickfix.com 

203-752-0777 extension 17 

www.seeclickfix.com 

 G. B. Huntington 
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SeeClickFix – Screen Captures – New Haven, CT 
 

Web Source:  http://www.nhregister.com/article/NH/99999999/MORE/130719966 
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University of Cincinnati – How apply the SeeClickFix tool? 
 

SeeClickFix  can highlight “external issues in the public eye” similar to the New Haven, CT example. 

Rolling it out and effectively marketing the tool’s use in this capacity offers the benefit of raising 

student/faculty/public consciousness toward their community –– among segments who care. 

 

However, I believe the tool’s IT backbone could serve highly useful for capturing “Student Intel” on 

the INSIDE of their off-campus dwellings. The data collection process promotes higher student 

consciousness, and the resulting data creates a framework to assess where intervention was or 

remains necessary –– whether by the STUDENT, LANDLORD, COMMUNITY AGENCY –– with such 

spotlighting enabled and encouraged by the COLLEGE. 

 

STUDENT resolution of their own issues should be recognized and REWARDED. This is 

ultimately the behavior they must establish as responsible homeowners some day. Hence, this 

initiative builds a safer college community AND equips students with future “home/street smarts”. 

 

Albeit it is based on student observations vs. trained fire/city inspectors, data collection could be 

framed by experts (e.g., Vermont Safe Streets Collaborative example). The initiative could reach 

far beyond rental house landlords and occupants requesting “Safe Student Housing” inspections. 

 

EXAMPLE – Off Campus Housing Safety 
 

1. Create a fire prevention and life safety checklist that students can easily complete inside their 

house. Reward their completion with a local restaurant coupon. Here’s a great example of a 

simple yet instructive checklist from University of California, Berkeley: 

 

 http://www.ehs.berkeley.edu/pubs/25-fp/off-campus-housing-fire-prevention-for-students/31-

student-self-inspection-checklist.html 

 

2. Enter data into customized SeeClickFix map. Icons show houses that have been student 

inventoried for: smoke detector presence & functionality, multiple escape routes, window 

release and escape, fire extinguisher presence & charge date, plus other fire hazards. 

 

 Green dots for positives, yellow dots for issues that student fixed (e.g., smoke alarm battery 

replacement, or landlord fixed such as window), red dots where extra help needed. 

 

3. Stimulate greater student participation by enlisting volunteers to inspect peer housing. This 

avoids the risk of occupants feeling they will get in trouble for “ratting on their own landlord”. 

 

 Create a contest to see which blocks/zones can get to a certain % inspection faster –– a la 

Reds ballgame, winner of the Skyline Chili “moving plates” game treats the entire row. 

 

4. Renew the map and start fresh every year. Put emphasis on incoming Freshmen participation. 

 

5. Extend to HOME BREAK-IN deterrents (e.g., exterior lighting and sensors; integrity of doors, 

windows, locks and frames; public view of doors/windows unobstructed by landscaping).  


